
THE MOST EFFECTIVE BRAKE SET COMBINATION YOU CAN BUY!

When you combine Meyle Platinum brake discs with OPparts brake pads, we GUARANTEE the 
results will exceed your expectations. So feel free to take us at our word: If you’re not completely 
satisfied with the results of this unbeatable combination, IMC will replace with OE-equivalent brake 
discs and pads!* That’s the quality and confidence you need to ensure your job won’t come back.  
That’s IMC, guaranteed. *Limited to one replacement per customer

With                                  rotors, you get: With                           brake pads, you get:

•Corrosion-resistant zinc coating for long life
•Meets or exceeds OE Specifications
•Perfected Heat Distribution System

•QS 9000 & ISO 9002 certified for quality assurance
•Manufactured with OEM positive mold technology
•Superior noise reduction using OEM style shims
•Extended wear & low dust using advanced formulations

Get Rewarded when you order Meyle rotors and 
OP Brake Pads! 

More info on other side of this flyer. 

= MAXIMUM 
PERFORMANCE AT 

MINIMAL COST 
GUARANTEED!

PLUS

1-800-874-8925 www.imcparts.com



1-800-874-8925 www.imcparts.com

Get more out of your Meyle Rotor 
and OP Pads purchases at IMC!

For each pairing of Meyle brake Rotors and OP brake pads (2 Meyle rotors, one set of OP 
pads) on an invoice, 10 points will be awarded which can be redeemed for prizes at the 

end of the promotion. But hurry, as this offer will expire on February 28th, 2015. 
See below on what possibly can be rewarded based on your total points earned:

Platinum level prizes* - Such as Big screen TVs, Laptops, Tablets, Game 
consoles, etc.

Gold level prizes* - Such as Power Tools, Winter jackets, Computer back 
packs, etc.

Silver level prizes* - Such as Meyle branded High power flashlights, 
Leatherman tools, Portable mobile chargers, etc.

Call your IMC Sales rep for more info! 
*Selection of available prizes will be determined at end of promotion. Prizes will be accessible online for you to 

shop and choose your desired prizes based on your total points earned.
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*Note: Prizes are not determined 
until end of promotion


